July - 2017

Location: 5960 Highway 61N, suite 1
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
Phone: 651-653-1174
www.MWSchoolofDiving.com

Nitrox Class - Sunday, July 23rd

Dry Suit Class

Enriched Air - Nitrox class

Try taking your diving to another dimension, get certified as
a Dry Suit diver!

$125 - classroom only, no dives
starts at 2:00 pm until 5:00 pm

July 23rd morning - 2 slots left, cost $125 and includes the
use of all of the gear to include the Dry Suit.

Fall Trip - November 2017
La Paz Mexico
Highlights: Time frame 4-10 November
Dive/Snorkel with 500 wild and playful sea lions
Explore coral reefs, rocky reefs, and sandy bottom marine habitats.
Night SCUBA dive with a hurricane
mobula rays (November) Isla Partida

of

Adaptive (Disability) Diving
Handicap Scuba
Association

Snorkel with whale sharks
Wreck Diving
The Gulf of California, more romantically known as The Sea of
Cortez, is one of the most biologically diverse marine systems in the
world. The abundant sunlight, prolific plankton, cool water, and deep
upwelling make this an ocean oasis
for marine life and the perfect place
to discover the oceans as they were meant to be seen!
There are over 900 species of fish and over 5,000 macro invertebrates to see here, as well as 1/3
of the world’s marine mammals.
Scientists, divers, students, and adventurers come here to see why
Jacques Cousteau called the Sea of
Cortez the World’s Aquarium.
You can dive almost any day of the year, but there are prime
diving times. Best time to dive in La Paz for water temp, clarity,
and maximum species to encounter. Mid-July – August, and
Late September – November with water temps between 75
degrees and low 80s
Diver - Double Occupancy $1,898
Non-Diver - Double Occupancy $1,438
Single Supplement additional $513
non-Diver - no activities $713
Air is not included!

Straits of Mackinac Scuba Trip - August 2017
Straits of Mackinac Scuba trip scheduled for August
19th and 20th cost is $125 each day – 2 dives a day…
smaller boat only 6 spots for divers, call and register
now - don't miss this fantastic opportunity to dive on
some great wrecks; car pool to St Ignace Michigan;
dive Saturday and Sunday Mornings. There are 14
nicely preserved shipwrecks in the straits from the
Sandusky which went down in 1864 to the Cederville
the 3rd largest shipwreck in the Great Lakes. Call and
reserve you spot today - only 6 slots. MidWest School
of Diving 612-414-6663

Disabled Diver Certification (July 7-9)
We are having our 1st Disability Scuba Certification Class—do
you know someone who is disabled have them contact us for
more information.

Instructor-student ratio 1 on 1: Cost $500
Training programs for people with disabilities have a high
margin of safety and patience. We use teaching techniques developed from more than 30 years of continuous
research and feedback. Disabled students are trained and
certified according to HSA Physical Performance Requirements and Multilevel Certification system.
Based on the student's ability to successfully challenge
the HSA Physical Performance Requirements, the HSA
developed the Multilevel Certification. This is a performance-based method of assessing and accommodating
the disabled diver's specialized needs.
Level A: The student has successfully challenged all of
the HSA Physical Performance Requirements, demonstrating that he or she can safely SCUBA dive, solve basic
personal emergencies, help another diver in distress, and
perform basic rescues. They have shown, by successfully
challenging these Performance Requirements, that they
can perform the skills required to be an effective Buddy
and are certified to dive with one other certified SCUBA
diver.
Level B: The student has successfully challenged those
HSA Physical Performance Requirements that demonstrate their ability to safely SCUBA dive, and to solve basic
emergencies. However, they are unable to successfully
challenge those Performance Requirements that demonstrate their ability to help another diver in distress.
Therefore, the LEVEL B diver is certified to SCUBA dive
with two dive buddies who are certified Open Water Level
A or above. In the case of an emergency, this system will
provide an effective dive buddy for all members of the
dive team. Able to perform all scuba skills with minor
assistance.
Level C: The student has successfully challenged those
HSA Physical Performance Requirements that demonstrate their ability to safely SCUBA dive. However, they
are unable to successfully challenge those Performance
Requirements that demonstrate their ability to independently solve basic personal emergencies, or to execute basic scuba skills, such as swimming underwater, and
operating their Buoyancy Control Device to descend.
The skills that must be performed for them, such as operating their BCD to descend, require the Assisting Buddy to
have professional skills. They are certified to dive with
two dive buddies, one certified Level A or above, and an
HSA Dive Buddy or, at a minimum, certified Rescue Diver.
Able to perform all scuba skills with major assistance.

OTS Full Face Scuba Mask DEMO
Are you a certified Scuba Diver always wondering what it
would be like to use a Full Face Mask, MidWest School of Diving will be hosting a Full Face (OTS) demo on Saturday July
15th 12:30 at Square Lake.
Call to reserve a spot FREE

Night Scuba Diving Certification, Wednesday, July 26th 6:00pm, Golden Acres, Square Lake.
Do you think you’ve seen all there is to see at your local dive spots?
Try checking them out at night. You’re going to find that dive sites
don’t really show you night everything they have until you explore
them when the sun goes down.

Referral Program
Referral Program for our customers We would like to reward our
customers for their support over the years so we are implementing a referral program. Refer a person for training and at the
completion of their training receive 10% (cost of their respective
certification course) which you can use towards training
(additional course that you are interested in), equipment
(regulators, BCD’s etc..) or trips sponsored through the shop
(local area, Caribbean, Pacific—your choice) . This offer is valid
for all training we provide: PADI—Open Water through Asst. Instructor SDI—Open Water through Dive Master ERDI—All Public
Safety Certifications TDI—Nitrox Classes DAN—Medical (Safety)
Classes HSA—Disabled Diving Certifications Contact Mark at 651653-1174 with questions

Fun Dives

Prerequisites: Minimum age 12 yrs old, Open Water Certified
Objectives: You'll learn night dive planning, organization, procedures,
techniques, light failure drills, night navigation and potential problems. You'll also learn how to control your buoyancy, navigate and
communicate at night. Since many of the plants and animals you'll
see are different, you'll also get an introduction to nocturnal aquatic
life.
Tuition Includes:
Three night dives with PADI professionals
PADI study materials (book & video)
PADI Night Diver Certification Card
Scuba Rentals (including lights)
Cost: $125

Schedule
June 27th
July 11th
July 25th
August 8th
August 22nd

—FREE—
Food

Hamburgers-Brats-Chicken-Hotdogs
Ribs-Brats
Chicken-Hamburgers
Hamburgers-Chicken-Hotdogs
Ribs-Brats

All gear rentals will be 1/2 price for Fun Dive, call shop for more
information

